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Lime Green Fine Stuff is a traditional lime putty plaster for the highest quality 
internal plaster finishes. 

General Information 

Lime Green Fine Stuff ready mixed plaster is for highest quality work in traditional buildings. Made from 
traditional fat lime, chalk and sands it is the ideal choice for expert plasterers to create a flawless finish.  

Packaging 

Available in 10kg tubs.  

Storage and Shelf Life 

Store in a frost-free place and keep the tubs airtight, with the plaster under a thin layer of water. The 
plaster will keep indefinitely stored correctly. 

Coverage 

One tub will cover approximately 3m3 at 3mm thick.   

Surface Preparation 

Lime Green Fine Stuff should only be applied to perfectly flat and uniform backgrounds; never attempt to use this 
product as a levelling coat. If applying over new plaster floating coats they must be firm and set before application, but 
still ‘green’. 

Suitable undercoats include Lime Green Coarse Stuff, Lime Green Duro or Lime Green Ultra. Ensure they are applied to 
a level flat finish and lightly keyed. Damp down with a mist of clean water beforehand. 

Mixing 

If necessary, rework before use with a drill and paddle. Do not add anything else. Do not use below 8°C or above 25°C.  

Application 

Lime Green Fine Stuff should be applied using traditional lime plastering techniques and tools. It is not suitable for DIY 
plastering.   

Once firm but not dry use a soft dampened brush to brush the surface in all directions and with one final brush using 

a semi dry brush to give the plaster a surface suitable for painting. Do not apply too great pressure or overwork 

polishing the surface for too long as it will lead to crazing. 

Curing  

Preventing the plaster from  drying out too quickly is the key to the success of the application. Lightly spray the base 

coat if it is too hot or drying out rapidly, and on old surfaces which are very dry a primer may be needed for suction 

control. During cold weather supplementary heating will be needed to keep the room temperatures above the 

minimum of 8oC if plastering is to continue.  

Painting  

The system is a vapour open and breathable. It is important that only vapour permeable paints are used to decorate 

it. Plenty of time must be allowed for carbonation if using emulsion, oil or silicate paints; allow one week per 5 mm of 

plaster. Only limewash may be applied immediately.  


